
The Semiotis of \Postmodern" PhysisHans J. Pirner1 IntrodutionWhere does modern physis end? Where does postmodern physis start? Theadjetive \postmodern" has very speial onnotations of a new age, di�erentfrom the previous modern age. Indeed the opinion is expressed that modernphysis haraterized by the emergene of quantum mehanis and its ap-pliation to all aspets of mirosopi phenomena may be terminating. JohnHorgan has given an aount of this endzeit in his reent book The End ofSiene, see Horgan (1996). He desribes his enounters with great physiistsof our times, who give evidene for his hypothesis: \If one believes in siene,one must aept the possibility|even the probability that the great era ofsienti� disovery is over. By siene I mean not applied siene, but si-ene at its purest and grandest, the primordial human quest to understandthe universe and our plae in it. Further researh may yield no more greatrevelations or revolutions, but only inremental, diminishing returns."The physiist A. Sokal has tried to ridiule philosophers who interpretphysis in postmodern terms, see Sokal (1996), pp. 217{252. With a longlist of referenes he exampli�es the misinterpretations of urrent physialonepts by relativists and soial onstrutivists who emphasize the ontextin whih siene is oneptualized. He wrote the text in suh a way thatthe editors of the journal did not realize his hoax and published the textas if it were serious. A transgression of boundaries is a risky enterprise, andany understanding of physial onepts whih ontain everyday words likerelativity or haos is bound to lead to interpretations beyond the meaningof these onepts in the physial theories. This is nothing new and ourredbefore with relativity theory and quantum mehanis.In fat, M. Beller reently reminded us that the grandfathers of modernquantum mehanis themselves, namely Bohr and Heisenberg, give abundantexamples for exporting physis onepts like omplementarity to areas likepolitis or philosophy, see Beller (1998), pp. 29{34. It seems like a pratialjoke that they wanted to found an Institute of Complementarity, whih in-vestigates this onept in all disiplines of human thinking and ation. Onthe ontrary, a transdisiplinary approah is a prerequisite in a ulture whihsearhes to understand human e�orts in the humanities and sienes at thesame time. This attempt needs a ommon voabulary whih suits both en-terprises. I propose to explore ontemporary physis in semioti terms. Onemay debate whether semiotis is a useful tool. Signs and signals are onepts



2 H. J. Pirnerwhih ome from ommuniation theory, a disipline whih is intimately re-lated to telegraphy and eletrodynamis invented in the 19th entury andunthinkable without the hips and omputers of the 20th entury. So there issome relationship of the philosophial term \sign" with natural siene andtehnology. The onept of symbol is more used in the ontext of language.Symbols are analogues or metaphors standing for some quality of reality thatis enhaned in importane or value by the proess of symbolization. The fol-lowing artile will not di�erentiate strongly between these two terms, and inpartiular it will use the word \symbolization" also for the semioti proess.In Set. 2, I will disuss harateristi new developments in postmodernphysis. As examples I have hosen the siene of omplexity, omputer sim-ulations and physial mathematis. I will try to show in whih aspets thesedisiplines go beyond modern 20th entury physis. In Set. 3 the ditionaryof ommuniation theory with signs and symbols is introdued. Setion 4 in-terprets the new physis with the help of these onepts and traes the evo-lution of the sign language in physis. One ould also say it investigates theproess of symbolization at its very early stage. Apparently these branhesof physis are un�nished, they represent work in progress, whih means thattheir sienti� harater has not yet unfolded itself fully. Therefore this essayends with a pragmatist attitude to \wait and see" how these modern �eldswill develop. The philosophial disourse adds awareness, I doubt that it andiret the ating sientists how to proeed. A ross disiplinary dialog whihawakens nonsientists to the problematis of sienti� progress, however, animprove analyti thinking in the sienes themselves. The possibility of aontrat with nature an be established in as far as the pereption of natureis onerned, see Serres (1990). This gives more mutual information to thepartners underwriting this ontrat. M. Serres asks in very romanti words1:\How muh do we give bak to the objets of our siene, from where wetake our knowledge? Whereas in former times the peasant gave bak to theearth via the beauty of his undertaking what he owned to the soil (My trans-lation)". In that sense the semiotis of postmodern physis is not only anepistemologial endeavour but also a pratial and aestheti one.2 Postmodern �elds of physisIn his book The Dreams of Reason, H. R. Pagels fouses on the siene of om-plexity as the most outstanding new disipline emerging in reent years, seePagels (1989). M. Gell-Mann, an eminent elementary partile physiist, hasfounded the Santa Fe Institute whih is devoted to researh in adaptive agentsimulation, biologial networks, ognition, omputational moleular biology,eonomis, evolving ellular automaton projet, theoretial immunology and1 Que rendons nous, par exemple, aux objets de notre siende, �a qui nous prenonsla onnaissane? Alorsque le dultivateur, autrefois, rendait en beaut�e, par sonentretien, e qu'il devait �a la terre . . . (Serres 1990, p. 68.)



The Semiotis of \Postmodern" Physis 3neurobiology. All these subjets are very omplex. The de�nition of omplex-ity is not easy. \If we try to move towards a mathematial de�nition, wemust realize that the onept of omplexity, like entropy, is of probabilistinature and it an be more preisely de�ned if we try to de�ne omplexityof ensemble of objets of the same ategory . . . ", says Parisi (1988), and heontinues in a related artile \The variety of the marosopi desription willbe taken as an indiation of omplexity. An example that is easy to visualizeis a heteropolymer, i.e. a polymer omposed by a sequene of many di�erentfuntional units. . . . If the polymer may fold in many di�erent ways, we anonsider eah folding as a di�erent phase and suh a system is a omplexsystem." (see Parisi (1994)). He envisages an ambitious program where in a�rst step all the possible manifestations of the system, an be represented inmetri spae, i.e. similar on�gurations lassi�ed in lusters, a tree of suhlusters onstruted, and in a seond step the probabilities of the distanesin the network of lusters be alulated. In neural networks physiists havebeen able to establish a onnetion between physiologial behaviour and thedynamis of abstrat spins with two states (on and o�). The learning ruleassoiates with a small number (p) of patterns a speial hoie of the ou-pling matrix between spin states of di�erent synapses. The system providesassoiative memory if these p patterns are indeed dynamially stable on�g-urations of the larger system. Also here an ensemble of harateristi patternstates plays a major role (see Hop�eld (1982)).Phil Anderson, who was one of the strongest opponents of the SSC, thebiggest aelerator projet planned in the US, has published his redo inan artile with the title \More is di�erent", see Anderson (1972), where helaims that all redutionist approahes to nature have a very limited abilityto explain the world. All levels are to some degree independent, and eahlevel demands the same reativity and inspiration to be explained as theother. J. de Rosnay says: \Today we are onfronted with another in�nite:the in�nitely omplex. . .We need a new instrument. As valuable as were themirosope and the telesope in the sienti� exploration of the universe. Iall this instrument the marosope. It is a symboli instrument, onstrutedfrom an ensemble of methods and tehniques borrowed from very di�erentdisiplines." (see de Rosnay (1975)). Here a biohemist speaks and one an seethe somewhat di�erent perspetive. Whereas the physiist adheres to the wellknown methods of a mathematial desription with or without omputers,a sientist of another disipline is more prone to mix methods in order toget a global vision this way. The physiist prefers the tehniques of statistialmehanis of disordered systems, where the system obeying deterministi lawsof nature is subjeted to a random omponent. It is hopefully the randomomponent whih allows for the variety in the manifestations.In general, it is more diÆult to onvey to a young student the importaneof a omplex system than the importane, e.g., of gravity and osmology,beause the latter disiplines are onsidered to be fundamental. They are rel-



4 H. J. Pirnerevant to understand our universe. If you take a spei� maromoleule andits manifestation in a water solution. How does it oil up? Can one attah todi�erent realisations in di�erent solutions a fundamental importane? Canthere be ever new fundamental laws in omplex phenomena? Note, physishas onstruted with statistial mehanis a basi disipline whih governsthe laws of large number of partiles in large systems. Gell-Mann, the initiatorof the Santa Fe Institute, is septial about the possibilty to disover similarlaws about omplex systems. If fundamental means expressible in a simpleequation or other mathematial alulus, then omplex phenomena may notbe of that form. Some physiists of omplexity have proposed that suh sys-tems an only be desribed by omputational odes, where the omplexity ofthe system is related to the length of the ode. They laim that omplexity isrelated to the miminal length of the ode. The siene of mahine algorithmsgoes bak to A. Turing (1936) who founded the modern theory of omputers.Turing mahines are universal mahines whih ombine units for reading andwriting ode on di�erent arrays of a storage medium under the ontrol of aproessing unit. These Turing mahines are extremely simpli�ed theoretialmodels whih help to formulate omputations in an organized manner. In thissense also omputational approahes to omplexity are part of mathematis.It is only in reent years that a oherent attempt has been made to studyomplex phenomena with experimental and theoretial tools whih preservea holisti view of their omponents. Espeially for biologial systems methodsare important, where the mehanism of mutual interation is not obsuredby the isolation of the omponents.One of the most exiting developments of modern physis are large saleomputations whih simulate theories with in�nitely many degrees of free-dom. After the Seond World War, new experimental tehniques assoiatedwith the development of radar allowed the hydrogen atom to be investigatedon a level whih is muh more aurate than the theoretial desription ofthe atom by the Shroedinger equation. The eletromagneti �eld ats notonly as a binding potential for the opposite harges, the positive proton andthe negative eletron, it also modi�es the energy levels of the eletron as anradiation �eld. Sine the �ne struture onstant (1/137) is a small parameter,these e�ets of the quantized eletromagneti �eld are of higher order in the�ne struture onstant and alulable term by term.On the ontrary, strongly oupled systems are not available for a perturba-tion theory in a small parameter. Should one therefore give up quantitativepreditions? No, if one supplements analytial methods by numerial highspeed omputing. Disretizing the world in an arti�ial lattie of three dimen-sional spae and one dimensional imaginary time, one an handle the in�niteontinuum with a �nite number of lattie points. The alulation beomesreasonable, one the transition to in�nite many points i.e. to the ontinuumis understood and ontrollable. Large sale lattie simulations have beome avery important disipline in modern theoretial physis. The building blok



The Semiotis of \Postmodern" Physis 5of the nuleus, the nuleon is on the edge of being deiphered in this world ofbits and strings of ode. Not only quantum phenomena an be simulated thisway also thermal utuations an be omputed adequately. Modern omput-ers simulate phase transitions where a qualitative hange of the symmetry ofthe system is triggered by varying the temperature. The progress of ompu-tational failities with parallel omputers and fast Teraop units leads to animproved understanding of many faets of up to now not omprehensible dy-namis of strongly interating systems. The quantitative hange of omputingpower from early desktop mehanial alulators to present omputers haslead to a qualitative hange. Along a normal numerial alulation eah stepprodues numbers, whih after a �xed time and more numerial operationsyield the �nal result. In numerial simulations, so alled on�gurations ofthe system are generated in a probabilisti way and stored on omputer diskas enoded realizations of the system. With the help of these manifestationsof the system more detailed questions an be asked about the mehanismgenerating the system. Note that the system is produed via a ertain pre-sription. In general this presription is simple, the outome of the simulation,however, is something ompliated. Therefore it may pay o� to understandit in a di�erent way. In the same way as the experimentalist installs a ertaindetetor the omputer analyst an add additional ode to his simulation toask pertinent questions about the system whih may bring more insight intothe dynamis of the strongly interating system. Let us assume there existsa ertain analytial solution of the theory whih we all the x-ton. This solu-tion may or may not play an important role among the utuating quantumrealizations of the �elds. Now the simulator takes his numerial on�gura-tions and heks whether he an identify these pseudopartiles using a �lterwhih eliminates the quantum noise. Some progress has been ahieved in thisway, the onlusions are assoiated with a ertain vagueness, sine ause andirumstantial evidene annot be learly separated.The development of postmodern physis is unthinkable without the teh-nology of high speed omputers, a tehnology whih physis has triggered.The other rapid theoretial growth ours on the borderline between physisand mathematis. Both mathematis and physis have always oexisted andmutually bene�tted from a vivid exhange of ideas and onepts. The om-mon disipline of mathematial physis has developed around this oopera-tion. Mehanis is assoiated with the names of, e.g., Laplae, Hamilton andLagrange. Quantum mehanis, i.e. modern physis with, e.g., Hilbert, Weyland Lie. In postmodern physis the emphasis shifts from physis to math-ematis. Whereas historially mathematis has been a tool to solve auteproblems in physis, the number of burning problems in parts of physis hasbeen dereasing to a ertain degree. Theoretiians have \time o�". This ise.g. true of the physis of elementary partiles, whih has been laiming theforefront for a long time. The standard model paired with perturbation the-



6 H. J. Pirnerory and numerial lattie tehniques has been extremely suessful to preditand explain the data produed during the last twenty years.Only the big problem remains, how to unify the hierarhy of di�erentinterations with the weakest interation gravity. Perhaps the enormeousprogress in the exploration of spae and time with telesopes even outside ofthe earth has helped to stimulate a osmologial turn. String theory wantsto onnet mirosopi elementary partile theory with gravity. It appearedin the late 60 ties as an attempt to understand the interation of protons, ithibernated and reappeared in 1984 as superstring theory. This theory lives in10 dimensions and has a lot of freeway to redue to our 4 dimensional world.Physiists entered the jungle of mathematis to �nd guiding priniples. Twoomments have to be made: One mathematis has undergone axiomati for-mulation, mathematis means larity and transpareny. Here, however, wetalk about \physial mathematis" oneived on the way of its disovery, onemay say. The seond remark is that the guiding priniples for a physial the-ory are searhed in the platoni world of mathematis, muh less so than inexperimental phenomena. In this spirit, everything whih is a beautiul ideawill also be realized by nature.Modern physis oneived point partiles as waves, i.e. new quantum me-hanial objets when they are studied at mirosopi dimensions. Postmod-ern physis abandons the zero dimensional point partile, be it wavy or not,in favor of one dimensional strings, two dimensional membranes or higherdimensional p-branes. A trajetory in spae time, alled the world line, de-sribes the history of the point partile. Sheets haraterize strings propagat-ing and their topology beomes a muh more important ategory than before.The quantum features are built into the theory by the integration over allon�gurations, in one dimension these would be paths, now they ontain thegenus, whih is the number of handles on the surfae of the world sheet.Various divergene problems of ommon �eld theory disappear. There is anin�nity of string modes orresponding to masses of partiles on the order ofthe Plank sale, whih at 10�5 g is 1017 times larger than the largest massesof the vetor bosons. These states ontribute as virtual partiles to produesubtle anellation patterns that soften the large momentum behaviour ofsattering integrals. It is rare in physis that suh a giant step in sales anbe taken without some other strutures appearing. The pratitioners of this�eld ompare expliitly their endeavour to the invention of Quantum Me-hanis or to the formulation of the theory of general relativity by Einsteinin 1916. One must say, however, that the �rst experimental veri�ation of thepreditions of general relativity ame already in 1919 with the observationof the bending of light rays in the gravitational �eld during a solar elipse.The observation of gravitational radiation in a detetor is expeted in thenext millenium. Although some historial aspets are similar between thepostulate of general relativity and superstring theory, one totally di�erentirumstane is the time sale when this new theory is supposed to ome into



The Semiotis of \Postmodern" Physis 7observational reah. Opinions on this matter are split, but the last �fteenyears have not seen the goal in loser distane.There is another speulative aspet in superstring theories, whih is su-persymmetry. In models of supersymmetry all the known partiles of thestandard model possess a partner with a spin redued by 1/2. The bosoniphoton with spin 1 should be aompanied by the photino with spin 1/2,whih is a fermion. The fermioni quark would have a partner whih is a spinzero partile, the squark. One �nds supermultiplets. If loal gauge invariane,a feature known from the eletromagneti and strong interations, omes to-gether with supersymmetry then eletri harges and magneti harges haverelated strengths and a relationship an be established between the massesand harges of partiles. The mathematial onept of supersymmetry leadsto a saturating oupling in the infrared and onstrains the quantum orre-tions to the masses for partiles ful�lling the minimal bound.In this area a spetaular onnetion to the on�nement phenomenon instrong interation physis has been established by Seiberg and Witten. Theondensation of harged Cooper pairs in superondutivity, whih is at workin low temperature solids, has a mathematial analog with the ondensa-tion of magneti harge in supersymmetri QCD. Magneti ux is on�nedin superondutors, in the dual theory olor eletri ux, i.e. the quarks aretrapped. Here a onnetion to aelerator laboratory physis appears. Theon�nement phenomena have experimental starting points. Albeit this hap-pens in the supersymmetri theory with more degrees of freedom than the\real" world. One should not draw the lines of speulation too narrow, wemay witness an interesting turning point of physis. It is harateristi that alarge number of natural sientists abandon for a sizeable time the phenomeno-logial world in favour of the world of mathematial ideas. This postmoderndevelopment will be analysed in more detail in the fourth setion.3 The semiotisHistorially the onept of sign and symbol goes bak to Helmholtz andHertz, see Dosh. There is nothing postmodern about natural sientists goingbeyond empirial sensations to abstrat information inherent in these. Thusstarting from a physiologial basis the onept of sign as a neural ompletionof the physial sensation to a meaningful entity was borne. As an example,sounds are not pereived as a physiist's analyis would onlude with theintensities distributed over the spetrum given by a frequeny analyser, butthe software in our brain develops a sensation of harmony or roughness relatedto the frequeny spetrum. Hertz adds to these pereptions (see Hertz (1894))\our imaginations of the things whih have as essential oinidene withthe things to ful�ll the above explained requirement." This requirement isto produe a hain of symbols (Abbilder) whih is related to the hain ofevents in nature. It is asribed to Hertz to introdue symboles, whih go



8 H. J. Pirnerbeyond opies or maps of the physial world into a mathematial universe.These new \signs" beome operands by themselves, they enter into hainsof \equations" whih result in preditions with orrepondenes in nature.E. Cassirer has elaborated extensively on the onept of symbol, whih hesees as \enter and fous of the whole physial siene of epistemology" (seeCassirer (1954) p. 25). In general symbols are more diÆult to understandthan signs and to de�ne, beause unlike signs they are intriately onnetedto a person or a number of persons sharing the same nationality, ivilisationor environement. So there is not one lexion of symbols but many. Signs aremore simple, the messages they onvey are more mundane. E.g. traÆ signshave beome quite international and have unique meanings. For a down toearth analysis of physis they seem to be more useful.The theory of signs preedes the theory of symbols if one takes C. S. Peire\Syllabus of Certain Topis of Logi", see Peire (1993), as onstitutive textof suh a theory. \A sign is everything whih is related to a seond thing,whih is alled its objet, in suh a way that the sign an determine a thirdthing, whih is alled its interpretant, to be related in the same triangularrelation to the objet, as the sign is related to the objet." Next he postulatesthat this relation is reversible: \This means that the interpretant is a sign byitself , whih determines the sign of the (same) objet."The easiest way to ome to a onise and lear de�nition is to use a wellknown example of lassial physis to explain the terminology and use it toset up the triangle of relations whih is so harateristi of semiotis. Takean objet like an apple on a tree whih is about to fall. The subjet allsthe apple opposite to him the thing to whih the sign refers, therefore theobjet serves as a referent, there may me more than one referent. Studyingthe distanes the apple overs in ertain time steps with a fast amera, onean obtain data about the falling apple. If the experimenter is interested inthis aspet of the apple he onsiders these data as signi�ant data aboutfalling apples. Next he omes to another tree with a di�erent fruit, namelypears and takes similar pitures of falling pears. He ompares the oordinateof the traversed distane x with the time t in a graphial plot. If these twoplots have a similar paraboli shape, they do not depend on the type of fruit.At this time it is useful to speak of apples and pears as something new, saypoint partiles, whih obey a law. After some work whih has taken quite along time in mehanis he may ome up with a simple equation of motion.He alls the oordinate x(t) a sign for the position of the massive objetabove the ground, whih is assoiated with the mathematial equation ofmotion d2x=dt2 = g, i.e. the sign is part of a sign language whih in thephysial sienes is the language of mathematis. In the reverse way the signdetermines its interpretants whih are the data to be related to the objet inthe same way as the sign is related to the objet. The interpretants an notadd more to the sign than there is already in the sign, they annot inludedata about the temperature of the objets. In its original sense this separation



The Semiotis of \Postmodern" Physis 9of the sides of the triangle orresponds to the separation into a theoretial andexperimental subdisipline of physis. But one may also apply this separationto higher or lower levels of abstration. Piere, see Piere (1986), has builtinto his epistemologial proess an in�nite regression when he says: \It isessential for the things, that we an only approah them, they an only berepresented. The objet whih a sign wants to represent is a sign by itself."He enjoys this in�nite proess and the reetion proess whih makes histerminology sometimes obsur.
Sign: x(t)

Interpretant: Data Object: Apple Fig. 1. Triangle representing the di�erent onepts of the semioti proessWith justi�ation C.S. Piere an be onsidered as the founder of semi-otis. A philosopial disussion of his work appears in a separate essay by E.Rudolph in this olletion. Here, I will only resume some aspets of Piere'sextensive work on signs, introduing some of his terminology and adding myown interpretations as they seem neessary. I will later refer to this disussionin the fourth setion, where a semioti analysis of \postmodern" physis isattempted. Piere di�erentiates between three di�erent types of signs: Thesimplest type of sign is the \ion". The �rst view from the ship approahingthe harbour in a tropial ountry shows palm trees, lightly overed peoplegoing after their various business, et. This is ited by Piere as an ion of thetropis, and he adds: \All ions from mirages to mathematial equations aresimilar to themselves, as they do not determine anything, nevertheless theyare the soures of all knowledge." In a more prosai style these ions presentsort of intuitive understanding whih preedes a sienti� understanding in



10 H. J. Pirnerphysis. So in this sense geometrial or mathematial onstruts belong toionography as long as their relation of their ontent to experimental realityis not established. The seond type of sign is the \index". It signi�es the plaewhere something an be found in a book. An indiated objet is referred toby the index and is put in the ontext of other objets. So the relation ofthe index to the objet is more diret than the relation of the ion to theobjet. The raised \index-�nger" suggests a ertain diretion to the interpre-tant. In many situations the interpretant is a real person, to whom somethingis indiated. I do not �nd it neessary to have persons as intermediaries tointerprete natural phenomena in symboli forms. Mehanially stored datemay serve the same purpose, sometimes more objetively. The third type ofsign is the symbol whih is di�erent from the two other signs, in the way thatit relates to its objet solely by the interpretant. Piere even laims that thesymbol determines its interpretant. The symbol onveys a message whih de-pends on onvention, usage or on the natural inlination of the interpretants.In this way symbols may be found in various branhes of the humanitieslike literature, history and art. Note, we allow data as interpretants of ob-jets. Data restrit the symbols available for the objets to spei� aspets ofthese objets. The apples have mass, but no temperature in the frameworkof lassial mehanis, where we measure time and oordinates.Piere has a mysti attahment to the number three. The position ofthe sign in a threesome or triad onsisting of \sign-interpretant-objet" is avery determining fator in the de�nition of his semiotis. In his frameworkwhih I support a dual relationship between the world of objets and theworld of mathematial symbols would narrow down our understanding of thesienti� ahievements. We would only see one part of the semioti trianglewhih would present us with the dihotomy between a real and imaginedworld reeted in the wider ontext of the philosophy of siene under thenames sienti� realism or soial onstrutivism. In my opinion the historialdevelopment of the natural sienes favours a di�erent piture: Masses ofempirial data have driven sienti� uriosity on a very premathematialbasis independently of theories. I all the data interpretants sine they givea quantitative piture of the objets and at the same time they interpretthe symbols giving them meaning beyond their position in a mathematialontext. The data onnet the level of real objets with the abstrat signsmaking the semioti triangle omplete. If the data an be organised intononontraditory mathematial symbols, these symbols appear as invariantsigns of the objets whih are represented by their data. In this aspet signsdi�er from the hanging data interpreting di�erent experiments. If there is alaw, mathematis will be able to deipher it. Piere see C. S. Piere, (MS 694)says in Regeln des rihtigen Raesonierens,: \It an be shown to be proven,that no degree of omplexity, even if it is in�nite, an exeed mathematialimagination."



The Semiotis of \Postmodern" Physis 11The threesome or triad of \sign-interpretant-objet" an be modi�ed invarious aspets. The human interpretant who is outside of the triad may enterthe triad. Or there are times where the triad develops quasi automatially.Then the ommunity of sientists beome ators who perform a play whosetext is prewritten. There are also times where there is intervention, �ghts andstruggles beause the semioti proess has beome ontraditory. T. S. Kuhnhas oined the term \sienti� revolution" for suh hanges in the relationsof triads. In my opinion, two triads ollide with eah other. Mehanis andwave theory are in onit with the desription of the same objet, the ele-tron. This is not simply a onit of experiment and theory. It is the wholethreesome , the signs and interpretants whih di�er in relation to the sameobjet.Other strutures emerge when a new triad is built on top of the sign ofthe original triad. The sign beomes the interpretant of a new triad withnew objets and sign. In literature \myth" is suh a seond level triad. Ittreats its low level abstrations, the words as interpretants of a narrative.Take the myth about the foundation of Rome. The wolf, a wild unpleasantanimal nourrishes Romulus and Remus. The wolf assumes motherlike fun-tions, it transforms itself into a new interpretant signifying the beginning ofa ivilisation out of nature. R. Barthes alls this a shift to a seond ordersemiologial system, see Barthes (1972). Note in this seond system an inver-sion of meaning goes hand in hand with the new position of the \wolf" in thereated triad. R. Barthes ontinues: \Everything happens as if myth shiftedthe formal system of the �rst signi�ation sideways. . . . It an be seen thatin the myth there are two semiologial systems, one of whih is staggeredin relation to the other: a linguisti system, the language whih I all thelanguage objet, beause it is the language whih myth gets hold of in orderto build its own system, and myth itself whih I all metalanguage in whihone speaks about the �rst." On the seond level the meaning of the \wolf" isdistorted from wild to motherlike. In a piture one an show this shift in thefollowing way:Semiology is a developed disipline with many oniting terminologies,see Eo (1973). At �rst sight it looks like a shema whih then an be appliedto almost everything, but does it guarantee deeper understanding? More a-urately the plae of the sign in this proess starts to rotate and hangeposition from the signi�ed to the signi�er. Piere sometimes uses the indexfuntion of the interpretants to point to deeper meaning in the semioti pro-ess. So the ative element shifts inside the triad. It is not impossible that alsothe objets laim more attention than the historial evolution of signi�ationhas allowed them.
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Sign

Interpretant ObjectFig. 2. Shema showing the two levels of triads overlapping in the sign beominginterpretant.4 The Semiotis of Postmodern PhysisThe semioti proess is very like an expedition without destination. It isroaming around searhing for something. The triad itself is always un�nished.The semioti proess has many features in ommon with searhing the missingorner of the triangle omposed of sign, interpretant and objet. It is de�nitelydi�erent from sienti� researh, whih is more foussed, onsientious andlimited. In the �rst setion, I tried to show that many nowadays sientistssense that there may be a signi�ant simpliity beyond apparent omplexphenomena. Material sienes in the 20th entury started with hard materials,the physis of the solid state. But more reently evolution tends towards thesoft polymers, soaps, liquid rystal, mixed forms of materials, where orderis rarely quantum mehanially determined but by the thermal utuations.The theory of random surfaes has made a onsiderable impat to understandthe dynamis of blood ells of tenths of mirometres. Biologial objets areenvisaged by the physiists as referents of signi�ant new data. In my opinionthe siene of omplexity is mostly engaged in the lower two orners of the



The Semiotis of \Postmodern" Physis 13triad, gathering possible objets of study and measuring them, i.e. tryingto �nd the key interpretants of these objets. Many experiments have ine�et already been done, but the outome of these series of experiments is sooverwhelmingly rih in variety, that one speaks of omplex phenomena.Measurement means introduing for these phenomena a new meter stikwhih allows omparisons between di�erent morphologial haraters. As anexample may serve the ategorization of maromoleules. L. Holm and C.Sander, see Holm and Sander (1996), p. 505, have proposed various mappingsof moleules to relate protein shapes in a higher dimensional spae. I remindthe reader the work of Parisi ited before. A tree an be established foromplex phenomena where similar to Linnes plant lassi�ation the �rst nameis the family name, the seond the genus and the last name the speies.When the on�gurations an be organized into a tree in suh a way thatthe distane between two on�gurations depends on the position in the tree,the spae of on�gurations is metri. Complexity an then be de�ned as ageneralization of entropy or neginformation, namely as a double sum of theprobability distribution times its logarithm over probabilities and distanesin this metri spae. It is interesting how the partile physiist G. Mak, seeMak, approahes the same problem using the language of gauge theories.\Gauge theory an desribe omplex adaptive systems, i.e. anything alive inthe widest sense, espeially autopoieti systems whih make themselves in anapproximately autonomous fashion."The sign level for the omplex system is eah time taken over from anotherexisting �eld, either ondensed matter physis or elementary �eld theory. Anattempt is made to adapt it to a new base of interpretants and referents.In the seond ase one feels to be at the very initial stage of a signi�ationproess, in whih even for the pratitioner of gauge theory the analogy isnot apparent. It is appropriate to ite E. Cassirer, see Cassirer (1994), Vol1, p. 4, and ompare to his interpretation of the proess of symbolization: \Whereas a realisti view of the world (\Weltansiht") rests on a somehow �nalsubstantiality of things, as basis for all ognition, idealism transforms exatlythis substantiality into a question of thinking. ....Also here (in the individualdisiplines of siene) the way of thinking does not go from fats to laws andfrom these laws onward to axioms and fundamental onepts. Axioms andonepts appear at a ertain stage as the last and omplete expression ofthe solution, but they must again beome a new problem at a later stage.Consequently the objet of siene annot be onsidered any longer as simpleanalysable fats, but eah new way or diretion of observation opens up anew aspet. \To ome bak to the subjet of biology and omplexity, we �nd thatbiology has developed an existing \Weltansiht" for the existene of maro-moleules, whih is to a large extent foussed on the onept of funtion.Physis has been used as an experimental tool of strutural analysis, but



14 H. J. Pirneran ontribute even more insight into the stability and struture of biologialforms.The words of Cassirer ited above sound onvining even to the simpleminded physiist. The pratial sientist will be more septial reading inthe hapter on subjetive and objetive analysis, see Cassirer (1994) p. 53,:\Thinking experienes its own form through the existene of signs, viathe possibility to operate and onnet signs in a spei� way following �xedand onsequent rules. In this proess, thinking reasures itself of its theoretialself. The retreat to the world of signs prepares the deisive breakthrough withwhih new thoght onquers his own world, the world of ideas." Here Cassirerexpliitly leaves the method of sienti� inquiry into another world of theideal form \des objektiven Geistes", whih one may have problems to follow.In another aspet is the postmodern physis involved in a semioti pat-tern hitherto unknown in modern physis: The large omputer simulations ofphysial theories. Here the transposition of an existing sign in one triad intoan interpretant of a new triad ours. In my opinion these simulations preparethe shift to a seond order semiologial system whih happens in full analogyto the formation of myth in language as has been desribed in hapter 2. Letme onretize the situation by an example from elementary partile physis:Here large sale simulations form part of a triad, whih inludes the protonas elementary objet onstituent of the atomi nuleus, together with a largelass of experiments showing the ompositeness of exatly this proton as be-ing made up from quarks and gluons. We all know this from the Russian dolls,where one doll is sitting in the next and so on. At the urrent stage of physisthese quarks and gluons are really elementary quanta, the dynamis of whihis desribed by a fundamental theory alled Quantum Chromo Dynamis.This quantum �eld theory gives a Lagrangian funtion, whih determines thebasi equations of motion.The dynamis an be formulated also in omputerode and simulated on large number runhers. The output of these omputeralulations is a olletion of so alled on�gurations where the gluon �eldshave ertain values, typially 5 000{10 000 of these on�gurations are gen-erated. With these on�gurations ertain properties of the proton an thenbe alulated e.g. its mass, or better its mass relative to another elementarypartile. This ratio an then be ompared with the experimental ratio andthe irle loses in an approximate way at least.So far so good. There remains the problem of understanding the unfoldingof the dynamis whih is entirely formulated by one simple Lagrangian in oneline, but whose realization after the omputer's work does go above our intu-itive understanding. Here enteres the seond triad. It onsists of approximatepseudopartiles previously alled x-tons whih are analytial solutions of anapproximation to the QCD Lagrangian. Perhaps these x-tons an explain theoutome of the simulation? Aha, let us take the gluon �eld variables as signsof the �rst triad and work with them. The �rst triad ontains the protonas objet and the measurements about the proton as its interpretants. The



The Semiotis of \Postmodern" Physis 15signs of the �rst triad will be shifted to a seond new triad where they playthe role of an interpretant of this new objet x-ton, note a theoretial objet.They will be analysed in a new program whih eliminates ertain utuationsfrom the original simulation, it may undo quantum e�ets and indeed x-tonsappear as proposed. One an test whether these x-tons play a signi�ant roleby heking whether the presene of these x-tons is orrelated with ertainproperties of the proton, whih may be the spatial orrelation of one of thequarks with the residual quarks. The omputer plays now the role of manipu-lated nature to spit out a metatheory, i.e. an abstrat simpli�ed explanationof the theory of the proton. This formation of \myth" where the originalsigns beome interpretants of a new narrative is quite ommon in the �eldof numerial large sale simulations. The omputers present a powerful in-strument to test theoretial simpli�ations whih make the workings of basiphysial theories pallable to the human mind.In spite of the simpliity of the underlying Lagrangian whih governs thedynamis of these in general highly nonlinear strongly oupled �eld theories,the impliations go beyond a simple understanding. A narrative has to beonstruted whih forms the missing link between the omputer and ourbrain in the same way as in prelogial times myth mediated between thegods and limited human onsiousness.Large sale simulations also dominate the more diÆult branh of fore-asting. \The limits to growth", preditions of the Club of Rome, are anoutgrowth of a ombination of �rst order matrix di�erential equations with alarge number of oeÆients whih govern physial growth and deay proesseslike, e.g., in a radioative deay hain of nulei, see Meadow and Meadows(1974). One the oeÆients are �tted to previous time histories, the om-puter extrapolates the solution to the future. There are four main interlokingbloks, namely population, apital, food, nonrenewable resoures and pollu-tion in this program. These inuene eah other with possible time delays andpositive or negative feedbak. The method is based on System Dynamis, inpartiular the work of J.W. Forrester ,see Forrester (1968) . Here the objetis a virtual world whih lives in the omputer. The real world is representedby the input key �gures.The proess of symbolization is the modeling of the di�erential equations,whih will be shaped from strutural interdependenes and then tuned ina repetitive way, i.e. the respetive solutions will be examined until somereasonable output data are obtained. In general the output data themselvesare not signi�ant only their interdependenes are of value, see Meadows andMeadows (1974): \This proess of determining behaviour modes is preditiononly in the most limited sense of the word. . . . These graphs (i.e., the pitorialresults of the model) are not exat preditions of the values of the variablesat any partiular year in the future. They are indiations of the systemsbehavioral tendenies only." For the empirially minded physiist the triangleis not losed, there is a limited possibility of rejetion, gross failures may



16 H. J. Pirnerbe visible, the di�erene between the virtual world and the real world insimulations is not the same as between an idealized experimental set upand nature in physis. One talks about omputer experiments, beause theomputer replaes a system in nature or soiety as objet of our knowledgeby a omputational shema . We learn more about our possiblities to mimi,to represent the world, but less how to understand it.Only in the seond step, whih I all semiologial shift to a seond ordersemiologial system, when the output data are taken as new elements ofanother triad they beome interpretants of the real world with a signi�ationattahed to them whih is used to support a new set of believes and onepts.This building of the seond level triad is harateristi of the soial sieneswhere the purely empirial information is mostly insuÆient as a trigger forpolitial ation. A senario i.e. a simulated interpretant of the future has tobe onstruted whih sends a strong message. The ollapse senario of theClub of Rome had an inredible impat on the publi for the following nexttwenty years.Postmodern physis reahes out to the limits of sienti� inquiry in manyother ases. Arti�ial intelligene and the theory of ognition are other far outsystems whih have beome playground of physiists. Physial mathematisis more abstrat and aims to a more profound level. A very reent straightfor-ward and simpli�ed introdution to the subjet is given by J. Polhinski. (SeePolhinski 1998.) String theory is really a realm of physis where new mathe-matial entities are onstruted like new \ions". I use the expression \ion"exatly in the sense disussed in setion 3, namely as a sign not yet onnetedto a spei� objet. Strings or membranes (more preisely nonritial strings)as mathematial objets have their nearest realization in soft matter theory,like blood ells in biology. Superstring theory does not (yet) have any objetsto represent besides the graviton, perhaps. Here the physiists are in searhof an objet. They have the symbolization, they have worked out the ionog-raphy for something they do not know. They sense that gravitation may betightly interonneted to it. But they annot make the onnetion.In order to keep up the awareness for something lurking outside theylook for bridges to other theoretial signs in other triads. They try to buildbridges down from the very in�nitesimally tiny to the in�nitesimally small.These would-be-bridges extend from string theory to supersymmetri theoriesand to the Standard Model, whih is testable everyday at the big Labs inChiago and Geneva. Theoretial bridges on the sign level of the ions onnetthe string ion to the �eld ions of the standard model whih are signi�antinterpretants of data. Here the physiists searh for interpretants. The stringtheory has got all kinds of mathematial symbols|what to do with them?In a big arheologial e�ort, relis from the early universe like monopoles,strings and domain walls are searhed for. Here the large energy density ofthe still small universe an make up what human built aelerators annotyet ahieve. This looks again like a searh for objets. Note suh searhes



The Semiotis of \Postmodern" Physis 17have been suessful in the past in the �eld of elementary partile physis.Purely built on theoretial grounds of renormalizable interations unifyingthe weak and eletromagneti phenomena, the postulated W- and Z-partileshave indeed been found. So suh a hope may not be futile. The signs in themath piture books are leading to the disovery of real things.The most interesting bridge from these new theories whih is in the proessof being onstruted aims to inlude gravitation with the other fundamentalinterations. There is now a good irumstantial evidene that eah of anumber of ompat x-ray soures in our galaxy ontains a blak hole of afew solar masses in orbit around a somewhat more massive normal star.On a larger sale there may be blak holes of a few thousand solar masses atthe enters of globular lusters. When quantum e�ets are taken into aountblak holes are not entirely blak, they are emitting Hawking radiation, whihin simple terms is the apture of one part in a partile-antipartile utuationof the vauum by the blak hole, whereas the other partner is esaping andlooks like being emitted. The blak hole is therefore in general not a groundstate, it will beome hotter radiating its mass away. If the blak hole alsohas a harge assoiated to it, the blak hole will stop radiating when itsharge in suitable units equals its mass. This type of extremality onditionorresponds to states in supersymmetri theories whih as BPS states alsosatisfy a similar bound as disussed before. By a miraulous oinidene it hasbeen possible to alulate the entropy of blak holes, i.e. roughly the numberof realizations by ounting string states. This for the �rst time is a link of theup to now unattahed frameword of string signs to the gravitational �eld. Itstill presents a puzzle, but shows the far reahing possibilities in this �eld.5 ConlusionsJ. Horgan, see Horgan (1996) in his apoalypti essay on the end of sienespeaks about the ironi mode of doing siene: \to pursue siene in a speu-lative, postempirial mode, that I all ironi siene. Ironi siene resemblesliterary ritiism in that it o�ers points of view, opinions, whih are bestinteresting whih provoke further omment. But it does not onverge on thetruth. It annot ahieve empirially veri�able surprises that fore sientists tomake substantial revisions in their basi desriptions of reality." Protagonistsin all the �elds desribed would de�nitely not onsider themselves as suhpostmodern ironi physiists. Therefore I have put the adjetive \postmod-ern" in quotation marks in the headline of the artile.This artile has tried to show how ontemporary physis exampli�es theonstrution of semioti proesses. The disussed �elds of physis are un�n-ished systems of symbolization, and symbolization is only one of the manyaspets of their sienti development. Nevertheless I feel that the study ofpresent day siene injets into the philosophial debate new aspets un-touhed in a historial analysis. History always separates the suesses from
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